Advantages of minimally invasive, balloon-dissector-assisted tissue expander placement: a clinical and experimental study.
Tissue expansion has been dependent upon healing the access incision after placement. Delay can be reduced with minimally placed expanders. Smaller, remote incisions allow for earlier expansion. Balloon-assisted tissue expander placement was evaluated in a pig model and compared with open placement. Open placement with delayed expansion versus minimally invasive placement with immediate expansion, and open placement with immediate expansion versus balloon dissection with delayed expansion were compared. Our clinical series with balloon dissector tissue-expander placement was reviewed. Fifty-two tissue expanders were placed minimally invasively and successfully expanded. Use of balloon dissector in the pig model yielded a shorter reconstructive period, faster expansion, and greater flap advancement. Clinical results revealed no infections, dehiscence, extrusion, or hematomas. All cases had expansion begun intraoperatively and were successfully expanded. Minimally invasively placed expanders resulted in shorter expansion times, the ability to institute immediate expansion, and improved expansion compared with open placement.